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Top 3 Reasons Why 
Business Gifting Is Important
1. Strengthening relationships with clients and team members is more 
 important than ever, and gifting is an easy way to show appreciation.  
 Last year alone, we shipped hundreds of thousands of business-related gifts 

for recipients in all 50 states.

2. Gifting can reflect a valued relationship, creating loyalty between  
the giver and the recipient. 

3. Memorable gifts, including artisan selections and those that  
are personalized, are a way to show thoughtfulness, further deepen  
connections, and encourage recipients to continue working together.
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Our famous triple-layer brownie! Whether you send 

a 4-pack to loved ones or beautiful tins to corporate 

clients, your recipient will be amazed with the most 

decadent brownie experience imaginable. 

Killer Brownie®

Best Sellers Gift Box | 4 ct

Original Killer Brownie® 

Gift Tin | 4 ct

CONTACT OUR 
CORPORATE GIFTING 
SPECIALIST
to gift Killer Brownie®.
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Party Brookie Brownie 
Bites Tray | 16 ct

Kitchen Sink Brownie 
Bites Tray | 16 ct

Specializing in Joy. 
Killer Brownie® was a hit in our stores from the moment we introduced

it in our Bakery back in the 1980s, but now happy people all over the

country can indulge in a variety of Killer Brownie® sizes and flavors.

Spread some joy with our Killer Brownie® trays! Perfectly packed with

large bites of ooey, gooey, triple-layered treats, these 

gifts are great for coworkers, associates, 

clients, and more.                          

Assorted Killer Brownie®  
Bites Tray | 16 ct 
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Gift Giving 
made easy 
Our team is here to ease the ordering process no matter how large your purchase.

From ordering to shipping, our gifting specialists will assist you every step of 
the way. Once you've decided on your gifts, simply send us your list of recipients 
and our team will take care of the rest!

Also, becoming a corporate client unlocks volume discounts on 
Killer Brownie® gifts and more! Email our gifting specialists at 
corpgifts@DorothyLane.com or give us a call at 866-748-1391.
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Customized Gifting
Celebrate your employees and clients with a customized gift that's sure 
to impress. From hang tags and stickers to branded inserts and Killer 
Brownie® Gift Tin sleeves, we offer a number of ways for you to add your 
own personal touch to your gifts.

Customized Gift Description

Customized Sticker

Customized 
Insert Card

Customized 
Hang Tag

Customized 
Killer Brownie®

Gift Tin Sleeve
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Appreciation Gifts
Whether you’re recognizing your workforce for a job well done or 
thanking a client for their valued business, these gifts are the perfect 
way to say “thank you.”

CONTACT OUR CORPORATE GIFTING SPECIALIST
to learn more about our appreciation gifts.
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Ohio Boxes
These top-selling gifts embody the best of Ohio, 

featuring a selection of salty snacks, sweet treats, 

premium coffee, and local restaurant staples.

OPTIONS INCLUDE

• Ohio Artisan Box

• The Ultimate Ohio Box

• The Big Ohio Box

CONTACT OUR CORPORATE GIFTING SPECIALIST
to explore Ohio gifting favorites.
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A natural accompaniment to your favorite brew 
or vino, this gourmet selection of meats and 
cheeses is sure to excite your taste buds as most 
are infused with beer or wine.

WHAT’S INSIDE

• A selection of premium artisan salami

• Fiscalini Farmstead Purple Moon Cheddar

• Rogue Creamery Organic Hopyard Cheddar

• Firehook Baked Rosemary Sea Salt Crackers

Beer & Wine Lover’s  
Charcuterie Board
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Clients, interviewees, or associates in from out 
of town? Make them feel right at home and their 
stay that much more memorable with a selection of 
gourmet eats and treats.

Amenity Gifts

CONTACT OUR CORPORATE GIFTING SPECIALIST
to discuss amentity gifting options.
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We've paired together some of our Italian favorites with

mouthwatering Killer Brownie® Brookie treats to create the 

ultimate appreciation gift—dinner and dessert! 

WHAT’S INSIDE

• Rustichella d'Abruzzo Spaghetti

• Ritrovo Selections Casina Rossa Sugo Sauce

• John Wm. Macy's Melting Parmesan Cheese Sticks

• Killer Brownie® Brookie, 2 ct

There's a fine art to snacking, the ideal spread being a balanced 

combination of sweet and salty. This gift features the best of 

both worlds and is meant to be enjoyed by the handful. 

WHAT’S INSIDE

• Poppy Hand-Crafted Popcorn

• Killer Brownie® Triple Chocolate Signature Brownie, 2 ct

• DLM Roasted & Salted Extra-Large Peanuts

Get Down  
to Business

Best Sellers  
Snack Edition
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Gifts for the Office
From gourmet cookies and Killer Brownie® bites to rich coffee cakes and 
unforgettable pastries, boost your team's morale by filling your break-
room with decadent treats that are sure to please! 

CONTACT OUR CORPORATE GIFTING SPECIALIST
to discover more gourmet gifts for the office.
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DLM Classic 
Coffee Cake 
Sampler
Made Right Here with a few ingredi-

ents such as local organic eggs, sugar, 

flour, and French-style butter, our 

coffee cakes are baked in classic Bundt 

pans to create a perfectly caramelized 

crust with a moist, dense interior. 

This gift is a great opportunity to try 

a variety of flavors! Great for breakfast 

alongside a hot cup of coffee, as an 

afternoon snack, or served for dessert, 

these coffee cakes can be enjoyed any 

time of day. 

WHAT’S INSIDE

• Toasted Walnut Cinnamon

• Double Chocolate

• A scrumptious seasonal selection
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Morning Perk Pack
Perk up your team with this tantalizing gift. Moist, 

dense coffee cake, blueberry pound loaf, and a steaming 

mug of either our deeply roasted coffee, if ordering the 

pack with coffee, or Rishi Tea, if selecting the gift with 

tea. Makes for a delightful breakfast. 

WHAT’S INSIDE

• DLM 1948 Classic Dark Roast Coffee (Gift With Coffee)   

    or Rishi Tea & Botanicals Tea (Gift With Tea)

• DLM Toasted Walnut Cinnamon Classic Coffee Cake

• DLM French Blueberry Pound Loaf
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Brunch All Day
Curated with quintessential breakfast picks, this is 

the perfect gift for those who dream of a weekend 

brunch all week long. Choose between two varieties 

of this collection: Brunch All Day With Coffee or 

Brunch All Day With Tea. 

WHAT’S INSIDE

• Whole DLM Signature Quiche Lorraine 

• Bakewell Tart

• Artisan Raisin Walnut Bread

• Boston Stoker Highlander Grogg Coffee (Gift With 

    Coffee) or Rishi Black Tea (Gift With Tea)
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Why Dorothy Lane Market

Customization
We'll work with you to add your 

logo and personalized cards to 

your gifts.

Customer Service
We deliver superior customer service 

to help you find exactly what fits your 

gifting needs.

10 to 10,000
No matter how large your 

purchase, easily ship to unlimited 

addresses nationwide.

Since getting our start in 1948, our passion for good food 

paired with providing excellent customer service has been a 

driving force behind everything we do. 

Take, for example, our gifting experts who are here to help 

you find the perfect gifts for clients, associates, and more, 

easing the ordering and shipping process along the way. 

And our incredible selection of gourmet gifts will help you 

create a lasting impression for everyone on your list.

Contact us today to get started!

corpgifts@DorothyLane.com | 937.535.5704


